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With the advancement of digital technology, service innovations have been created, in which the 
competencies and skills are embodied in neither technology nor human but ‘entangled in practice’ 
and in the form of ‘socio-material assemblages’ (Pickering, 2008; Orlikowski, 2009).  In order to 
understand human and technology assemblages, a ‘relational ontology’, ‘socio-materiality’, to 
technology which privileges neither human nor material agency, has been proposed. This 
ontology can allow us to harness the material agency delegated to act for humans and to consider 
human intentionality in practice (Pickering, 2008; Orlikowski, 2009). ‘Intentionality’ is limited 
to humans and refers to a focal purpose, which is ‘a relatively fixed image of some future state’ 
(Pickering, 1993).  
 
 
In service research, Service Dominant (SD) Logic is an emergent paradigm, which implicitly 
addressed technology thinking.  Service Dominant (SD) Logic (Vargo and Lusch, 2004) 
emphasizes customer-centricity by stressing co-creation of value-in-use between consumers and 
service providers and service is defined as the application of skill, knowledge and competencies 
for the benefits of others (Vargo and Lusch, 2008). However, the implicit assumption here is that 
competencies and skills are embodied in technology and in human separately and technology is 
assumed to be resources that users explicitly draw on in performing their tasks for the desired 
outcomes. This suggests that technology thinking in service seem to take a humanistic and 
separatedness ontology rather than relational approach. Research has shown that technology 
ontology affects consumers’ beliefs about technology and their experiences of technology 
(Kozinets, 2008).   
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We empirically contribute to technology thinking in service by extending research into 
technology ontology through gaining insights into consumers’ beliefs about and experiences of 
various types of digital technology innovations in their lived lives. Here, we define technology 
ontology as the understanding of what technology is and the relationships between human and 
technology. A mix methods methodology was employed including self-reflective reports, 
interviews and visual artistic method.  The findings reveal the existence of separateness and 
relational ontology for technology-enabled services and the salience of technology ontology 
depends on consumer’s beliefs about technology and technology features. These ontological 
approaches can affect consumer beliefs about, and experiences of, technology-enabled services.  
Contrary to the conventional wisdom that focuses on technology as separated entity, this research 
encourages service providers to emphasize the entanglement of technology with consumer 
routine practices, which can enhance consumer experiences in their encountering with 
technology-enabled services.     
 
Our work contributes to (1) technology thinking in service research (2) consumer beliefs and 
experiences with technology-enabled services (3) service innovations.    
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